The role of DNA image cytometry in screening oral potentially malignant lesions using brushings: A systematic review.
It is believed that the majority of oral cancers develop from oral potentially malignant lesions (OPML). Though they can be easily detected during screening, risk stratification is difficult. During screening clinicians often find it difficult to distinguish OPMLs from benign lesions, and predicting OPML at risk of malignant transformation is particularly challenging. DNA aneuploidy has been known to be a marker of malignancy in a number of sites including the oral cavity. We performed a systematic review to evaluate the effectiveness of DNA-ICM using brushings in differentiating OPMLs from benign/inflammatory lesions during screening and in predicting malignant transformation. MEDLINE, Pubmed, EMBASE electronic databases were systematically searched using a combination of keywords and subject headings. A total of 11 articles satisfied our inclusion criteria. These studies reported a wide range of sensitivity (16-96.4%) and specificity (90-100%) due to the differences in study design, definitions of high risk or low risk lesions and DNA-ICM protocol used. No long-term longitudinal studies were identified to assess the role of DNA-ICM using brushings in predicting malignant transformation. No studies evaluated the role of DNA-ICM in community screening settings. A number of studies combined DNA-ICM with other techniques like cytology or argyrophilic nucleolar organizer region counts leading to improved test results. In spite of DNA aneuploidy being accepted as a marker of malignancy, there is limited evidence of DNA-ICM using brushings being successful as an adjunct oral cancer screening tool. Longitudinal studies and large community screening studies need to be undertaken to draw stronger conclusion.